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i want conscious meta narrative, like new age spirituality CDs my mum used to listen 
to.

my mum didn’t actually listen to them, I just said it to communicate my point better.

and I especially used the reference of a CD because, when it’s thrown in like that in 
such a sentence -written with capitals- makes my writing feel more contemporary. or 
relevant.

i’m giving form a meaning in any form -oops



“choose west”, acrylic, ink and glossy gel medium on   canvas with mounted 
CD-ROM, 25x25, 2017



“Computer games, which similarly place the individual in a context where they invent the cultural content, within pre-delineated 
limits. The content of each individual act of playing the game varies according to the particular player.

The central act is that of the individual clicking on his/her mouse to move through pages in a way which cannot be duplicated, 
inventing a pathway through cultural products which has never existed before and never will again. This is a far more intense en-
gagement with the cultural process than anything literature can offer, and gives the undeniable sense (or illusion) of the individual 
making up his/her involvement within the cultural product.”

            Alan Kirby   
 
 

Control has been resupplied. It is now a lot easier to believe in your gods.

Culture 
being gen-
erated.
The moment 
of trans-
formation 
from mat-
ter-free 
informa-
tion into 
flesh and 
bone,
or maybe a 
yet un-
known car-
bon based 
issue tex-
ture.



“painting fox kids”, acrylic and linseed oil medium on canvas, 40x60cm , 2016

studio view

In Genesis, the word of God was the very origin of the universe.

I put my finger over the moon and tried to see if it was the moon moving or the clouds. I contemplated 
of photographing my point of view. The chiaroscuro of my hand was fascinating. Tattoos on my hand  
also seemed to work within the frame. Looking down at the unnatural source of light that was partial-
ly illuminating my hand made me notice the bush around it. My gaze then locked onto a flying insect 
making its way in-between the leaves. Then there were more flying insects, and I find them scary so I 
pretended my artistic contemplation was fulfilled and went back into my room where I’m typing this.



“memorial landscape”, inkjet on 
canvas, 120x40cm, 2017



“memorial landscape” detail



“untitled bat”, acrylic, linseed oil medium, canvas cut outs and paper on canvas, 120x60cm, 2016



“Henry the Diver”, and “I’ve always been a conspirator against you”, video installation view

Video Links:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lj0V-
R6oPic&t=258s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmpkI-
2UMno0



yeah, and I suppose we also renamed Persia?

pic related, its mfw thinking about what a fucking idiot you are

False and false. Stalin didn’t say any of that. What he did say is “I will not trade a soldier for a fieldmarchall”, regarding a deal offered him by 
the Germans. He also expressed remorse about the loss, but talked about how he did a right thing in a situation of war.

And he’s trying to restore Buda palace finally, rebuild the gorgeous transportation museum, and more. The Chain bridge is also being re-
stored. Honestly Budapest is going to be so much prettier in 10 years. As Paris goes to shit, I expect Budapest to start attracting a lot more 
tourism. rural and suburban retards tend to be obese because they drive their cars to everywhere whereas city people have to walk

It was actually pretty good.

Is it breathing?

yes.

and constantly shitposting on all the other immaterial entities living around her smelly pizza fingers

such as the very constitution of contemporary reality itself and now suddenly any sort of ideology seems like nothing but content.

And where has the modernist dream gone, may she ask? What happened to the sheer conquest of putting things out of context and releasing 
the form into aesthetic independence. Maybe putting politics out of context has never been game at all.

Maybe Futurists weren’t really fascists after all, you kno

Ah. I see.

(INT -animated sequence-)

The simulation gives birth to a screen, and the screen turns into white timid flesh

then whispers softly into your ears ‘do you want to stop time?’

and then you watch nazi themed hentai because lol why not



“untitled painting inspired by the emboss settings on adobe cc”, acrylic, 
linseed oil medium and canvas cut outs on canvas, 120x60cm, 2016



The KLF’s 1990 album Chill Out is the sound of an imaginary train journey 
across America. It’s a 44-minute live mix produced through segments of other 
recordings.

Listening to it suggests a sense of connected loneliness. This is to do with em-
pathy and experiencing the choices made by the artist. It’s essentially looking at 
a painting for an hour where even time has been stored within a square canvas 
with layers of gestured paint.

You look at a picture long enough and you start to feel like you’ve composed it.



“urla”, found object installation, 2017
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